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Introduction: There is a need to understand regolith evolution on airless surfaces at the local scale, i.e., at a spatial scale below the tens of meters. Knowledge of regolith at this scale is relevant for all investigations by lunar [e.g., 1] and asteroid in situ missions [e.g., 2,3]. The concept of this study is to extract information on regolith evolution from single instances of blocks (i.e., rootless rock in the range 1-100 m) resting on the surface of the Moon. Blocks are the result of impact ejecta and mass wasting processes. Once exposed on the surface, they are subject to a variety of erosional processes [4]. For the spatial scale of interest, the most dominant erosion mechanism is shattering by meteoroids and abrasion by micrometeoroids [5]. Fassett and Thomson [6] demonstrated how the diffusive process of micrometeoroids abrasion can be modeled to derive age information for large craters. Here we take the same approach to model the topographic evolution of blocks driven solely by abrasion. Although both shattering and abrasion occur on blocks, instances where only the effect of abrasion is evident (i.e., absence of shattering) are abundant [e.g., 7]. Age and compositional information is mined by coupling the model topography to optical images acquired in situ.

Method: Modeling of the topographic evolution aims at reproducing key morphological properties of blocks: (i) roundness at block edges, (ii) embankment of the block by loose fine-grained material, i.e., fillet, (iii) fillet onlap on the block. The modeling consists of two major steps:

1. We approximate the erosion of the block by considering micrometeoroid abrasion as a diffusive process [8, 9]. The diffusivity coefficient (kblock) is set as a free parameter to reflect different block strengths. The parameter kblock is a function of block size, as proposed for craters in [10]. In addition to diffusion, mass wasting by advection can occur on the steep sides, in particular for fresh blocks. This additional type of erosional mechanism is not considered because it does not dominate over the time scale of the simulations [e.g., 11,12]. The initial topography of a block is set as a rectangular cuboid with axes a, b, and c defined as b/a=0.8 and c/a=0.54 as observed on the Moon [13].

2. All mass removed from the block is deposited next to it and constitutes the fillet. The fillet itself is allowed to diffuse due to micrometeoroid abrasion with a diffusivity coefficient kfillet. Because the fillet is composed of loose material and the block is coherent, we set kfillet=kblock. The parameter kfillet is also a function of fillet size.

Results: Examples of modelled topographic profiles for two blocks of different strengths are shown in Figure 1. Clearly, the height of the fillet is greater for a block of lower strength, independently of surface exposure time. We determined the values of kfillet and kblock for a range of block strengths and sizes by fitting the topographic profile derived by the model to actual reference blocks. These reference blocks are instances where the exposure age is known and a topographic profile can be measured from images. Figure 2 illustrates that the topographic model can reproduce the most important sections of a profile, namely the decrease of the fillet slope away from the block, the height of the fillet at the contact with the block, and the mean height of the block.

For blocks of similar sizes and similar c/a values at t=0, we find that two morphometrical parameters, the slope of the fillet and the ratio hfillet/hblock, allow to disentangle the morphological trend due to increasing surface exposure age from the trend due to increasing block strength (Figure 3). Parameters hfillet and hblock are the maximum height of the fillet and block, respectively. The ratio between block height and block width is relatively constant with time for moderately young (<~50 My) and coherent block and is thus less diagnostic. For 2 m sized blocks we find that only if their material is weak and rested on the surface for >100 My, a noticeable decrease of the ratio occurs.

Discussion and Conclusion: The results confirm Apollo-era suggestions that fillet development depends primarily on block coherence, original block shape and exposure age [14]. The possibility to disentangle age versus composition for a block of given size is due to a combination of effects, i.e., while fillets have a uniform diffusivity their growth is a function of the block diffusivity (growth depend on age and strength). It will be possible to estimate erosion rates as a function of block size and strength by including additional reference blocks observed from orbit. Block strength can be used as a proxy for block type (i.e.,
petrology), and thus composition: possible endmembers are igneous blocks for high strength blocks, and light matrix regolith breccias for low strength blocks [e.g., 15]. In future in situ missions, 3D time-of-flight cameras [e.g., 16, 17] might be used for surface-based topography reconstructions of blocks and smaller rocks.

Figure 1. Example of modelled topographic profile for 5-m sized blocks from 10 My to 100 My of surface exposure age. Blue and red are the fillet and block sections, respectively. (a) A low diffusivity (high strength) block material. (b) A high diffusivity (low strength) block material.

Figure 2. Block 1005 at Cone Crater, image AS14-68-9432HR, Apollo 14. The red and black profiles are the topographic profile extracted from the image above and the modelled profile, respectively.
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Figure 3. Morphological parameters measured on modelled blocks with fillets \(k_{\text{fillet}}=2\times10^{-6} \text{ m}^2/\text{ky}^1\). The simulated tracks start at the top at a surface exposure age of \(t=10 \text{ Ma}\), the time interval between subsequent points is 10 Ma. Trends due to increasing exposure age and increasing strength (different color) can be disentangled. The diamond symbol is the reference block 1005, 26 Ma in age [18] and 2 m in size, shown in Figure 2.